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Review by David Winkler.

Kenneth Gangel’s book, Feeding and Leading, is a far-reaching, all-inclusive manual on administration and leadership in Christian organizations and churches. Not only is this book practical in its instruction, but it is also useful in the case studies and hypothetical examples it offers. Unlike other secular management and leadership books, this work takes an in-depth look at biblical leadership and administration. Capturing the essence of leadership in the New Testament church, Gangel reiterates: “The genius of the New Testament is lay leadership, not brilliant clergy” (12). Therefore, this book focuses on the training and edification of lay people for the work of the church.

Gangel’s core audience is, of course, the local church pastor and ministry staff. However, some of his examples and practical solutions are made in reference to Christian universities, schools, and other parachurch ministries. Gangel’s experience as a professor, registrar, and academic dean qualify him for this breadth of application. Gangel’s approach to organizing his book may seem jumbled or chaotic at first, but he is systematic in his approach. The book builds on itself, yet each chapter can also be read and reflected upon entirely on its own.

Throughout the book the reader is led back to reflect, respond, and react to Gangel’s thesis: the church (broadly speaking) is both an organism and an organization. It is an organism “because it is the body of Christ, a spiritual and eternal entity not hinged to earthbound restrictions and guidelines” (10). Likewise, the church is an organization because, by our English definition of the word, it is a “group of people bound together for distinctive purposes...” (10). Understanding Gangel’s committed approach to administration and leadership through a balanced view of the organism and organization of the church is key to understanding and applying the wisdom he so generously offers.

However, a weakness of many management and leadership books is the unfortunate risk of repetitiveness. Feeding and Leading is no exception to this unfortunate end. At times the book is drowning in repetitious material that derives from the preceding chapters. While repeating information for positive growth and emphasis can play an important role in the learning process, undue repetition can bog down and bore the reader.

An important aspect of leadership and administration Gangel returns to often is that of relating to people. He develops a criteria for relating to people from Philippians 2. These criteria include unity of the body of Christ, like-mindedness, humility, consideration, and attitude (202-203). Establishing a clear set of values and goals, and learning to relate to people are essential to successful leadership. Before recruiting volunteers and managing can ever begin, understanding the core administrative process is crucial to leading well.
With a final goal of reproducing leaders that reproduce, Gangel brings his philosophy of leadership to a close. Reproducing leaders means planning ahead, Gangel offers, “Sooner or later you will leave your present position either through resignation, death, advancement, or some other natural or supernatural means. The key to reproducing leadership is to clearly plan for it” (313).

Recommended for seminary students, parachurch, church, and lay leaders alike, *Feeding and Leading* is a practical manual that can add true value to any kind of administration. When read as a complete work the book is an overarching view of administration and leadership. When read as individual chapters the book is nearly a step-by-step guide toward administrative success. Gangel captures the heart of passionate servant leadership in his *Feeding and Leading*.
Feeding & Leading is a practical guide to church leadership and management. The instructions and material are applicable to just about any situation in ministry. In my humble opinion, this book should be required reading for all who serve in ministry, whether in a paid or in a volunteer role. 
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